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The Most Important Principle of Government ere most important principle of 

government in a democracy is popular sovereignty. This is because it acts as

the government’s feedback, keeps the government limited, and lets the 

people express their feelings. First, popular sovereignty is important because

it acts as the government’s feedback. If a government is doing very well and 

keeping the people happy, then they receive positive popular sovereignty, 

such as hank you letters to congressman, in return. 

If the government is acting too much like a dictatorship, then they will 

receive negative popular sovereignty, such as protests, in return. So why is “

feedback” important? Think of the world as a school, and America’s 

government as a student in that school. In a school your grades are the most

important aspect. They are the measurement of how well you are doing. In 

other words, they are your feedback. Therefore, since grades are important, 

and grades are nothing but feedback, feedback must be important as well. 

Furthermore, since feedback is important and popular sovereignty is a form 

of feedback, popular sovereignty must also be important. Second, popular 

sovereignty is important, because it keeps the government limited. If a 

democracy Is slowly turning Into a dictatorship, the people will be sure to let 

the government know through popular sovereignty. If the government 

doesn’t respond to the people’s protest, the people Ml turn to more severe 

forms of popular sovereignty such as civil war and treason. At that point the 

government will be powerless. 

What Is a ruler with no one to rule? Therefore, a government is limited by 

popular sovereignty, because If the government tries to exceed those limits, 
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popular sovereignty will deny It the power to do so. It Is Important to have a 

limited government, because If not, It will turn In too dictatorship, an 

unfavorable form of government. Third, popular sovereignty Is important, 

because It lets people express their feelings. Popular sovereignty Is voting, 

protests, debate, wars, and basically any other way a person can express 

their feelings. 

If a democracy doesn’t let their people express their feelings, It will quickly 

turn Into a dictatorship, as said In Harry S. Trauma’s quote on August 8, 

1950: “ Once a government Is committed to the principle of silencing the 

voice of opposition, It has only one way to go, and that Is down the path of 

Increasingly repressive measures, until It becomes a source of terror to all Its

citizens and creates a country where everyone lives In fear. ” Therefore, a 

government must accept and Include popular sovereignty In order to 

continue as a democracy, or become one. 

In conclusion, popular sovereignty Is the most Important principle In a 

democracy, because It has a Nay of encompassing many other principles 

that are of somewhat significance to a democracy. For example, If popular 

sovereignty keeps a government limited, then It Is practicing the principle 

Limited government. If popular sovereignty lets the people express their 

feelings, then It Is practicing the principle Individual rights (freedom of 

speech). It Is qualities Like these of popular sovereignty make It very 

Important In a democracy. 
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